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89books is an independent publishing
house based in Palermo, Sicily.
Established in 2018 by photographer
Mauro D’Agati, it specialises in photobooks and artist books. 89books is
committed to the discovery and
experimental publication of limited
edition photo-books of different forms
and content. Some of the books will
be presented in a first edition of 89
copies, except for artist books that could
be produced as a collector’s piece or
publications printed in offset.
By combining the expertise of the team
and its network of collaborators, which
feature local printers, binders and
artisans, 89books aims to assist and
promote the production of artists who use
photography as their main medium and
strive to compile a unique publication.

Sales
info@89books.com
Production / Submissions
Mauro D’Agati
mauro@89books.com
AiR
Kateryna Filyuk
kateryna@89books.com
Public Relations / Press
SLP Studio
Sofia Li Pira
stampa.slp@gmail.com
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Boris Mikhailov: Suzi et Cetera 2
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Mikhailov Boris
Suzi et Cetera (Part 2)
In Suzi et Cetera (Part 2) selected
photographs by Boris Mikhailov from the
1960s -1970s appear, taken from the
eponymous series. These are often shown
at exhibitions but were not included in the
first book, published in 2007.
What can explain the sudden attention the
author has given to this series, which was
created almost fifty years ago?
More than likely it was the point at which
the birth of Mikhailov the artist took place
from amateur photography.
The author himself says that this series is
like a capsule containing the embryo of all
his following works and explorations.

Boris Mikhailov was born in Ukraine in
1938. His challenging and provocative
work has documented human beings
and everyday life in post-communist
Eastern Europe, during and after the
demise of the Soviet Union. Over
the years, Mikhailov developed
his signature style in photography,
and as a result, has been awarded
the Hasselblad Award and the
Spectrum Prize for his achievements
in photography. His work has been
exhibited, among others, at MoMA
(New-York), Tate Modern (London),
Stedelijk Museum (Amsterdam), Museo
Madre (Naples). He lives and works
between Berlin and Kharkov.

Book design by 89books
204 pages
22,5 x 15 cm
101 color photographs
Four-color process
Offset LE-UV Technology
Softcover
€ 44,00

ISBN 978-88-944092-9-1

Limited Edition of 89
Poster included
€ 44,00

MIKHAILOV BORIS

Book design by 89books
204 pages
22,5 x 15 cm
101 color photographs
Digital print
Softcover

MIKHAILOV BORIS
1960s - 1970s

SUZI

et cetera (part

2)

89books
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Mauro D’Agati: Palermo Panorama
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Vol 1: First Pictures

Vol 2: Termini Beach

Vol 3: Palermo Unsung / Fans

Vol 4: Photographers & Weddings

Vol 5: Catacombs

Vol 6: Election Silence

Vol 7: Prison Graffiti

Vol 8: Rambo’s Taverna

Vol 9: Massimo & Gino

Vol 10: Singers TV

Vol 11: Via Roma

Vol 12: Son of a Godfather
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Mauro D’Agati
Palermo Panorama

Mauro D’Agati (Palermo, 1968) began
his career as a freelance photographer
in 1995, documenting several
theatrical events, art shows and jazz
festivals in Sicily. A graduate in law and
interested in social dynamics, D’Agati
investigates the relationships between
people, places, and events, from the
outskirts of the major cities to the
heart of neighbourhoods and realities
poised between vitality and decadence,
expressing their authenticity each
time. In 2009 he began publishing his
books with the international publisher
Steidl: Palermo Unsung (2009); Alamar
(2010); Napule Shot (2010); Sit Lux et
Lux Fuit (2012) and Marzia’s Family
(2015). He collaborates with several
Italian and international magazines and
his projects have been shown in many
exhibitions both in Italy and abroad.

Texts by Mauro D’Agati
Book design by Mauro D’Agati
384 pages
22 x 30 cm
76 black-and-white and 129 color photographs
12 sewn by hand volumes enclosed in a clothbound
clamshell box

Palermo Panorama is Mauro D’Agati’s
love letter to his beloved hometown, a raw
portrait that shows Palermo’s charm and
grit in equal measure.The book comprises
twelve chapters, each dedicated to a
distinct series, which all grew organically
over time to form a complex picture of the
city. Here among others are D’Agati’s
very first photos, black-and-white street
portraits taken while still a student; the
waste-littered Termini Beach,
a summer destination for the people of
Palermo’s suburbs; portraits of wedding
photographers and singers at local music
festivals; the Capuchin Catacombs; and
transvestites on Via Roma near Palermo’s
central station. Regardless of his subject,
D’Agati portrays Palermo’s resilient
characters and crumbling beauty with
compassion and without judgment.

Palermo Panorama
Mauro D’Agati
89books

Limited Edition of 89
A 20 x 30 cm Fine Art Print is also included
Digital print
€ 360,00
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Mauro D’Agati: D’Agati Vucciria
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Mauro D’Agati
D’Agati Vucciria
“La Vucciria” is one of Palermo’s oldest
market districts, founded 900 years ago
by the Arabs who formerly ruled Sicily.
Many people still live in ramshackle
buildings showing the effects of World War
II bombings, as well as from the disastrous
earthquake in 2002 that wrecked havoc
on the area. Vucciria today is considered
a run-down area in which the fruit vendors,
hawkers, fishmongers and butchers have
mostly disappeared.The few that remain
live mostly in the past, yearning for
bygone days when Vucciria was bustling
with activity, an important center for
marketing and socializing. While Vucciria
may have seen better days, it has recently
taken on a new life. Today it comes alive
in the evening as young people gather
to meet friends, sample street food or a
new cafe’s offerings, a simple glass of
wine in the cool night air. Vucciria waits
optimistically for what lies ahead.

Texts by Mauro D’Agati
Book design by Mauro D’Agati
176 pages
30 x 22 cm
90 color photographs
Four-color process
Offset LE-UV Technology
Softcover with PVC transparent dust jacket
€ 50,00
ISBN 978-88-944092-0-8
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Mauro D’Agati: Oniricus
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Mauro D’Agati
Oniricus
Right from the first image this book takes
the viewer to another time, place and
eventually to another dimension; “onirico”
– dreamlike, delusional. After all isn’t it
what circus, as a concept, is built on – a
distorted sensation of reality, where rules
don’t apply and instead the inner logic of
the circus show is at work?
Rediscovered in the archive of Mauro
D’Agati, over 40 rolls of film contain an
immense insight into Sicilian circuses in the
90s. Inside and outside of the tent, during
the show and in long hours of fatigue and
preparations, people and animals, as well
as the circus as such became the main
protagonists of the series. The film was
intentionally scanned carelessly, bearing
the imprint of time, highlighting untidiness
and the decadent haze of the antique
trade that is now struggling to find its
place in the technological world.

Texts by Mauro D’Agati
Book design by Mauro D’Agati
92 pages
23 x 31 cm
50 black and white photographs
Softcover
Limited Edition of 89
Digital print
€ 45,00
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Karine Laval: Anatomy of Desire
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Karine Laval
Anatomy of Desire

Karine Laval today lives and works
in Brooklyn, New York. Her work
has been widely exhibited at venues
including the Palm Springs Art
Museum, Los Angeles Center for
Digital Art, Sørlandets Art Museum
in Kristiansand, Palais de Tokyo in
Paris, and photography festivals
throughout Europe and the US. Laval
has been recognized with the Peter S.
Reed Foundation Grant, and as one
of the Humble Art Foundation’s 31
Women in Art Photography (2011),
Photo District News’30 for New and
Emerging Photographers (2005), and
the Magenta Foundation’s Emerging
Photographers of the Year (2005 and
2009). Laval was nominated for the
Prix Pictet in 2016.

Texts by Karine Laval
Book design by 89books, Karine Laval
56 prints front back in a box + booklet
22,5 x 30 cm
112 color photographs
Limited Edition of 89
Digital print

Anatomy of Desire engages with the
performance of sexuality, identity and
desire, but also focuses on a notion central
to photography and lens-based mediums
in general: the gaze and other related
questions such as seeing and being seen,
revealing and concealing, voyeurism and
exhibitionism, and the tension between
private and public.
Mirroring the backbone of the
series – essentially a set of instant
snapshots taken to hold on to, Anatomy
of Desire by Karine Laval takes a similar
approach and offers the photos gathered
in the box like a selection of rare, treasured
memories rescued from oblivion.
Each image is double-sided: on the front
a body’s postures and gestures radiate
genuine openness and boundless intimacy,
whilst on the back one finds blurred
images akin to white noise. Nonetheless
the images on the reverse side are the
pieces of a puzzle that will reward
a diligent enquirer with a large-scale
photo when in place.

KARINE LAVAL
ANATOMY OF DESIRE

€ 230.00
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Folio

Folio is a special section of 89books
that focuses on the production of fastpaced publications, characterized by
a unified design and a standard size
(21x28cm). Each copy is placed into a
printed envelope. With Folio 89books
intends to satisfy photographers’ need
to print Limited Edition publications
quickly, without giving up quality and high
standards.    	
Folio is always open for submissions from
artists and photographers who already
have a developed project and wish to turn
it into a beautiful publication.

Midge Wattles

Eleonora Orlando

Valentina Glorioso
Ann-Christine Woehrl

Tyler Muzzin
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Valentina Glorioso / Folio
Paesaggi

Valentina Glorioso was born in
Palermo, Italy in 1977. She is a
freelance photographer for magazines,
and a stage photographer for TV and
cinema productions.

Valentina’s photographic landscapes were
taken in Argentine, Bolivia, Chile and Peru,
March / May 2015.

Tyler Muzzin was born in Innerkip,
Ontario, Canada in 1988. He works
primarily with lens-based media on
subjects pertaining to the idea of
“nature” and its representation in
visual culture. He has exhibited across
Canada and in Europe, and is a current
MFA candidate at the University of
Lethbridge, Alberta. (December 2018)

Tyler Muzzin / Folio
Sentinel
Sentinel is an ongoing series documenting
light sources that struggle against the
surrounding darkness of the Alberta
prairie. On nightly walks I began to
imagine the streetlights as sentry patrol,
echoing Northrop Frye’s idea of “garrison
mentality,” a theme in Canadian Literature
when characters build metaphorical walls
against the outside world. This mentality
derives from part of the Canadian settler
imagination threatened by the desolate
expanse of the Canadian landscape.
Within city limits, the streetlights are like
nodes in a vector, slowly expanding the
city’s boundary of visibility with every
new subdivision. As a cultural prosthetic,
electricity extends our vision well beyond
“natural” diurnal hours, subjecting certain
areas to perpetual brightness. Individually,
the scenes appear quiet and banal, but
collectively they start to become highly
theatrical and incidentally organized with
implied drama.
Tyler Muzzin

Book design by 89books
32 pages
21 x 28 cm
16 color photographs
Stapled brochure in a printed envelope
Digital print

Valentina Glorioso
Paesaggi

€ 25,00
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Texts by Tyler Muzzin
Book design by 89books
44 pages
21 x 28 cm
32 color photographs
Stapled brochure in a printed envelope
Digital print

Tyler Muzzin
Sentinel

€ 28,00

FOLIO

FOLIO

www.89books.com

www.89books.com
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Eleonora Orlando / Folio
Villa Virginia
A luminous example of Liberty style in
Palermo, Villa Virginia was built between
1902 and 1908. This is the Villa that
inspired Eleonora Orlando to depict young
women, and ultimately use it as a setting
for her eponymous work. Their innocent
yet thriving sexuality and self-realization
are at the center of each portrait, making
this series a careful study of those
obliterated changes that take place in the
life of a young woman.

Eleonora Orlando was born in
Palermo, Italy in 1973. She is a
freelance photographer. Her work has
been exhibited at Centro Sperimentale
di Fotografia ( Palermo), Triennale di
Fotografia ( Venice ) in 2017. From
2018 she collaborates with the PBSI,
Palermo Ballet Summer Festival.

Claudia Lauria / Folio
Abrakadabra
I was inspired by Tarot cards on the day
I realized that my life until this point has
been following the Major Arcana. This
realization has immediately driven me
to turn this game into a tool for selfanalysis. To make it more accessible
to everyone through contemporary
images and free it from the constraints of
common superstitions. I’ve represented
the 22 Major Arcana reflecting the 22
fundamental aspects of the human soul.
Claudia Lauria

Book design by 89books
32 pages
21 x 28 cm
32 color photographs
Stapled brochure in a printed envelope
Digital print

Eleonora Orlando
Villa Virginia

€ 25,00
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Text by Claudia Lauria
Book design by 89books
28 pages
21 x 28 cm
22 color photographs
Stapled brochure in a printed envelope
Digital print

Claudia Lauria
Abrakadabra

€ 25,00

FOLIO

FOLIO

www.89books.com

www.89books.com
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Midge Wattle / Folio
Passages & Oxalis
Passages began as a search for colorless
landscapes belonging to Sicily.
Midge explored the limestone beach of the
Scala dei Turchi, the architectural forms
of the Dammusi in Pantelleria, the white
labyrinth of the Cretto di Burri, among
other places.
Oxalis questions the surface and materials
of a photograph through a study of light,
the way a painter might engage with the
primal surface of a painting.

Text by Agata Polizzi, Rosemary Willey, Luca Labanca
Book design by 89books
44 pages
21 x 28 cm
32 color photographs
Stapled brochure in a printed envelope
Digital print

Midge Wattles (b. 1990) is an American
artist based in New York. Inspired by her
interests in art history and the origins of
images, she uses photography as a tool
to trace a historical or personal lineage
throughout each of her series. She is
represented by Francesco Pantaleone
Arte Contemporanea Gallery in Palermo.

Midge Wattles
Passages & Oxalis

€ 28,00
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Ann-Christine Woehrl is a FrenchGerman photographer born in 1975.
Her emphasis has primarily centred on
socio-cultural and socio-political issues
around the globe taking her to Latin
America, the Balkans, India and Africa.
Her most recent work explores human
rights and women’s right violations.
Camille Laura Villet is a French
philosopher and psychoanalyst born
in 1974. She had her beginnings in
theatre, becoming passionate about
abstraction and, later, philosophy.

Texts by Camille Laura Villet
Book design by 89books
44 pages
21 x 28 cm
32 color photographs
Stapled brochure in a printed envelope
Digital print

Ann-Christine Woehrl / Folio
Camille Laura Villet
Patience D’Une Âme
The photographer Ann-Christine Woehrl
and the author Camille Laura Villet
had just reread Romeo and Juliet. The
theme resonated with them on a different
level. They had an intuition: it was not
the tragic story of two lovers. It was the
story of desire itself. In order to make it
sure, they felt compelled to visit Verona.
Disappointingly discovering a city fallen
prey to excessive commercialism on the
theme gave birth to Patience d’une Âme.
The project is about the inner process of
the soul of both protagonists Romeo and
Juliet in Shakespeare’s drama, creating
an associative dialogue between images
and words, photography and literature, a
“tableau”, which refers to painting as well
as to drama.

Ann-Christine Woehrl
Camille Laura Villet
Patience D’Une Ame

€ 28,00

FOLIO

FOLIO

www.89books.com

www.89books.com
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Artist-in-Residence

Boris Mikhailov
Palermo 11– 25 January 2019

89books Artist-in-Residence is run by the
eponymous publishing house and aims at
providing support to professionals in the
field of contemporary art with a particular
focus on photography and bookmaking.
During the two-week residency artists can
either fine-tune an older project and turn
it into a book or embark on shooting in
the city of Palermo with the intention to
eventually produce a Quaderno Palermo.
The latest is a collection of impressions
about the city and its inhabitants conceived
in dialogue with the 89books team.
The first artist in residence – Midge Wattles
(October 2018). The result of the AiR is a
Folio – Passages & Oxalis.
The second artist in residence – Boris
Mikhailov (January 2019). Mikhailov’s
Quaderno Palermo will be released
towards the end of 2019.

Quaderno Palermo #1 by Boris Mikhailov
Fall/Winter 2019/2020
36
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“Steidl has proudly published Mauro
D’Agati’s books for almost a decade now,
in which time the photo-book has become
his favorite medium. With 89books I’m
proud to see Mauro launch his own
publishing house, using all his experience
and the local craftspeople of his beloved
Palermo to create beautiful books.”
Gerhard Steidl
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www.89books.com
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